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By MENG GUAN JUN . WANG JING BIAN ZHU

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking
number will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Pub Date :2012-09-01 Pages: 261 Publisher:
Chemical Industry Press title: mechanical drawing is mistakenly comparing 150 cases of fine
analysis of original price: 49.00 yuan: Mengguan Jun. Wang Jing ed Press: Chemical Industry Press
Society Publication Date :2012-9-1ISBN: 9787122147387 Number of words: 440000 Page: 261
Edition: 1 Binding: Paperback: 16 Weight: Editor's Choice SUMMARY The book is a collection of
about 150 cases summarized common and error-prone mechanical drawings . The main contents
include: basic stereoscopic projection. commonly used expression method of the combination of
body. isometric drawings. mechanical standard parts and common parts. parts diagrams.
assembly drawings. Large number of examples cited in this book. each example points out
common mistakes and do a detailed analysis of the answer; view and a perspective view of a
control method. and gives a detailed problem-solving steps. Provide useful book is easy-to-digest.
step-by-step. practical machinery for students of non-native classes undergraduate colleges and
engaged in mechanical design. manufacturing engineering and technical personnel as soon as
possible to grasp the Mechanical Engineering Drawing Help also can be used as a mechanical...
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Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was writtern quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is
basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally
easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob-- Meagan Roob
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